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away through the caprice of Henry, or to buy the support of
the wealthier classes, but more of the rest was sold at ruinous
prices in order to obtain money quickly under the strain of
military expense, especially during the French expedition at
the very close of the reign.
Thus the main consequence of the dissolution of the
monasteries was the impoverishment of the Crown and the
great increase in economic power of the landed classes. These
from the next generation onward became more and more
important as against the declining power of the King; at the
end of a century the landed gentry of England were to destroy
that kingly government, and were to take over power.
The Fall of Cromwell. In spite of the dissolution of the
monasteries, Cromwell expected and feared a reconciliation
with Rome. The King had in two documents (known as "the
Six Articles" and "the Ten Articles"1) affirmed orthodoxy
with all his strength, and enforced it with all his power.
Catherine was dead, a legitimate heir had been born, Anne
Boleyn had long disappeared,	;.
The Papacy had bungled the occasion somewhat. Paul III
had given a Cardinal's hat to Reginald Pole, that strongly
Catholic half-royalty who had fled into exile for safety and in
whose testimony we have the best account of the religious
revolution in England. He had been made Legate with the
special object of attacking Henry, and this had been done
before the Prince and heir to the throne had been born. On
the other hand, the Pope was bound to excommunicate Henry
after his destruction of the shrine of St Thomas at Canterbury
and his scattering of the saint's relics. But the Bull of Ex-
communication was futile, for no one could carry it out; and
a second mission given to Pole failed. Even after that ex-
communication, however, a chance of ending the schism
resnained, and Cromwell took action to prevent it.
The Marriage with Anne of Cleves. Cromwell proposed
to ally Henry, by a new marriage, with the Protestant German
princes who were now firmly planting the Reformation abroad.
He chose for a candidate the sister of the Duke of Cleves, a
1 The legend that the Ten Articles were a sop to the Reformers disappears
on an examination of them. They were wholly orthodox from beginning to
end. The Six Articles were even exaggeratedly so: under them, for instance,
confession became for the first (and last) time in history compulsory under
the civil law 1

